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URBAN
OASIS

DESIGNER:  
BUREAU BAS SMETS 

CONTRACTOR: 
EMOTIVE LANDSCAPES

Climbing plants and a series of walkways at 
The Mandrake Hotel offer tranquil escapism 

in the heart of London’s fashionable West End

PORTFOLIO

I  n 2013/2014 a previous RIBA award-winning  
Fitzrovian office block, located 400m from Oxford 
Street with a unique large open-air courtyard had 
been bought by a private individual with the intention 

of transforming it into an ultra-luxury boutique hotel. The 
external space, so large and integral to the design intent  
that even prior to a successful planning application, the 
landscape scheme was being planned and provisioned  
for. So it was in spring 2014 that Guy Jones of Emotive 
Landscapes received a call from Bas Smets – a Brussels 
based landscape architect – asking him to come on board 
as contractor and horticultural advisor for this project.
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Design

It was agreed that Emotive Landscapes would 
install a mock-up of the planting, using troughs 
as planters. Bas Smets had conceptualised the 
idea of cladding the walkways of this central 
space with climbing plants. However, in 
November 2014, it was discovered that there 
was no structural 
capacity in the 
existing walkways 
to absorb the  
extra load of  
the planters. 

Work was 
halted whilst the 
strip out contractor 
was instructed to 
install temporary 
steel supports  
to enable the 
mock-up. This was 
a success and the 
scheme was 
approved at the 
end of 2014. 
However, the restrictive loading capacity of the 
walkways remained. 

To avoid cluttering the open courtyard with 
various unattractive structural supports, the 
solution, despite the cost and time required, 
was to completely rebuild the walkways. This 
provided the opportunity to design the planters 
into the new walkways and, at the suggestion of 
Guy Jones, add an additional walkway on the 
north elevation to allow a four-sided planting. 

The suggestion was made to grow 
plants in the void of the structural 
box section steel which would 
support the walkway. By adding 
internal stiffening plates it was 
possible to cut the top off the box 
steel and repurpose the void as a 

planter, removing the 
need for further 
metalwork or  
a separate planter.  
So successful was 
this design solution 
that the additional  
structural capacity 
afforded by the 
redesigned walkways 
allowed, through 
cantilevering, 
additions to be made 
to the interior design.

Materials

To direct the final 
design of the steel 

work it was necessary to determine 
the weight of the growing media 
which would be used. Emotive Landscapes 
therefore set about approaching compost 
suppliers to produce a growing media which 
would perform appropriately with the climbing 
plants in mind. It needed to be lightweight and 
have a tested and dependable saturated weight.

The limitation of using this void in the 
structural steel was the narrow width of 28cm. 

The challenge was how to plant at the maximum 
size with the desired varieties into a narrow planter. 
Emotive Landscapes solved this by contract 
growing the plants in Pistoia, Italy with the plants 
potted in appropriate container sizes.

It was also decided to put tree ferns in the 
basement bar, with the requirement that the top 
of trunks in their pots needed be the exact height 
of the first floor terrace. These were sourced and 
potted to size from current UK stock.

Build

By autumn 2016, the structural steelwork was  
in place, and it was decided to conduct a further 
mock up to test a variety of plant species and 
planting arrangements. The mock up was installed 
to the entire south facade and was in place for the 
winter, providing an opportunity to test the growing 
media and winter performance of these climbers.

From the mock up three plant types were 
selected. Trachelospermum jasminoides, 
Solanum album, Passiflora caerulea and with 
some negotiation the contract-grown plants  
were edited accordingly. 

PROJECT 
DETAILS

Project value
Soft landscaping 

£30,000

Consultancy/planning 
2.5 years  

 
Size of project  
10 x 17 x 16m  

WINNER
Best outdoor and 
landscape space 
Global Ahead 
Awards 2018
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REFERENCES

Plants
Kolff Plants
www.kolff.com  

Growing media 
Sinclair Pro
www.sinclairpro.com

Sundries
BHGS
www.bhgsltd.co.uk

ABOUT EMOTIVE LANDSCAPES

Emotive Landscapes is an 
international award-winning 
landscape design and build 
practice. Based in Cheltenham and run by Guy 
Jones, it produces high-quality, timeless outdoor 
spaces with a focus on exceptional customer 
service and attention to detail. Its portfolio spans 
rural and urban settings, making each project 
imaginative whilst never compromising on quality.
www.emotivelandscapes.co.uk

1   Vertical vegetative walls of Trachelospermum, 
Passiflora and Solanum cloak the courtyard

2   The greenhouse and rebuilt walkways

3   Basement tree ferns anchor the design  
of the vertical vegetative walls

4   Prior to opening August 2017

5   Conceptual design photo and drawing 
©BBS Studios 

6   2014 mock up (note: temporary  
red steel works)

Emotive Landscapes also became 
responsible for the design and installation of 
the wiring that the plants would grow on, as 
well as planting up a greenhouse set amongst 
the climbing plants, which would be used as a 
private dining space.

In order to optimise growth prior to the 
opening, Emotive Landscapes insisted on  
a May installation and by mid 2017 the  
contract was complete. The client’s desire  
for maximum growth meant that Emotive 
Landscapes continued to visit the site twice  
a week, calibrating the irrigation and feeding 
the plants so that by late July the desired  
growth was achieved and the urban oasis  
was born.

Life after the build

Upon entering the Mandrake hotel, one is 
transported into a different world. An urban 
tropical oasis, hidden away from the busy  
streets of Fitzrovia. It is unique in every sense  
and Emotive Landscapes is very proud that  
its efforts were recognised as the global  
winners of Best Outdoor Space in the  
Ahead Awards in 2019.

Due to the complexity of the installation,  
Guy Jones continues to be involved on  
a day to day basis, offering training and 
support for the hotel staff and the external 
maintenance company.

BUILD


